### CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS

- **VIN:** 2NPLHM7XX9M791999
- **Engine Make / HP:** PACCAR PX-6 / 240
- **Transmission:** 5-SPEED AUTO
- **Brakes:** AIR
- **Hitch:** 15 TON PINTLE
- **Winch Location:** N/A
- **Drive Type:** NON-AWD
- **Fuel Type:** DIESEL
- **Torque:** 12,000 FT-LB

### EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

- **Serial Number:** 2090238888
- **Boom Capacity:** 20350LB
- **Bucket:** 24X24X42 SINGLE
- **Rotation:** CONTINUOUS
- **Outrigger(s):** 2 SETS A FRAME
- **Mount:** OVER REAR AXLE
- **Body:** UTILITY LINE
- **Sheave Height:** 47'
- **Auger:** 18 CARDBIDE
- **Dig Speed:** 2-SPEED
- **Winch Type:** TIP MOUNT
- **Tool Circuit:** HYD AT PLATFORM
- **Controls:** SINGLE STICK T
- **Attachment:** TRANSFERABLE POLE CLAW
- **Insulated Boom:** Y
- **Insulated Platform Liner:** Y
- **Upper Controls:** Y
- **Radio Remote:** N
- **Standup Controls:** N
- **Hose Reel:** N

### DIMENSIONS / MILES / HOURS / WEIGHTS

- **Height:** 13' 5
- **Length:** 40'
- **Width:** 102
- **GVWR:** 33,000
- **Unladen:** 28500LB
- **Axle Capacity:** 13,000LB front / 20,000LB rear
- **Wheelbase:** 190 WB / 120.2 CA
- **Tread Front/Rear:** 18/32; 31/32
- **PTO Hours:** 3070
- **Engine Hours:** 7,388
- **Miles:** 50,112

- **Tow Capacity:** 4500
- **Tire Size:** 11R22.5
- **Tread Updated:** 9/09
- **Engine Hours Updated:** 3/16/2020
- **Miles Updated:** 06/02/2020

### Insurance Value:

$79,900.00

Additional Spec Information:

09 47' TEREX COMM 4047; 09 PTB 335 B0113868 EQUIP DESC: PEDESTAL & TURNTABLE, DUAL LIFT CYLINDERS, STEEL LWR & INTERMEDIATE BOOM, FIBERGLASS HYD UPPER BOOM, BOOM INTERLOCK, 50-GALLON HYD OIL RESERVOIR, CLEVIS FOR 2-PART LINE ATTACHMENT, 48 PEDESTAL, HYD FOOT THROTTLE, REMOTE SENSOR BRACKET, STOP/START AT COMMAND POST, INSULATED PLATFORM LINER & COVER, UPPER CONTROLS, HYD TOOL PWR AT PLATFORM, INSULATED ENGINE STOP/START, 12,000 FT/LB 2-SPEED DIGGER W/HYD SHIFT, HYD OVERLOAD PROTECTION, ELECTRICAL MINI-BOX SYSTEM, ELECTRIC COLLECTOR RING 4-CONDUCTOR, TIE DOWN KIT, TANDEM VANE HIGH EFFICIENCY 3000 PSI RATED HYD PUMP, LAMINATED WOOD OUTRIGGER PADS W/ROPE HANDLE, SPRING LOADED HYD HOSE REEL WITH 4-WAY ROLLER ASSY, DUAL HOSE ASSY FOR HOSE REEL, (2) BRANCH GUARDS, PUSH BUTTON THROTTLE, BU ALARM, (1) GLAD HAND KIT, 1 X 60' STABLE BRAID ROPE, BOOM REST FOR DIGGER DERRICK, TRIANGLE REFLECTOR KIT, 2/0 BLACK ELECTRICAL CABLE, 50' MULTI-STRAND FLEXIBLE COPPER CABLE, THREE GROUNDING LUGS &